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Empowering Women, Transforming Lives
Thursday at 11 AM Pacific
August 02nd 2016:Come Out of Hiding and SHINE Special
Interview Series 1 of 7
Join Rebecca Hall Gruyter, Phyllis Flemings, Brandy Jones, Linda
Patten, and Carmell Pelly as they share about the forthcoming
book: Come Out of Hiding and SHINE! Behind the scenes
interviews with 4 of the powerful and dynamic authors in this
transformational book to be released in mid September 2016.
Rebecca, your host is the proud compiler of this dynamic
anthology and interviews 4 of the authors to give you the inside
perspective of these heart-centered authors that share their
stories and practical tips to help you today come out of hiding and
SHINE!
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Featured Guests
Phyllis Flemings
Phyllis Flemings, PhD, is a Certified Passion Test Facilitator, a Certified Life and
Business Coach, and a Certified Know Your WHY Coach. She is a Trainer and
Workshop Leader who has over 30 years of experience in supporting women in seeing
the awesome person that they are so that they can move forward and make the
contribution they desire to make. One of her top passions is to help you rediscover your
wings so that you can soar.
Read more

Brandy Jones
Brandy Jones is a lifelong entrepreneur and educator. At the age of seven she started
her first business, which planted the seeds of her first savings account, and thus
began a legacy of financial empowerment. In a military family, she relocated often and
became adept at building new relationships with ease. It is this instant rapport that her
diverse clientele share with her today. Ms. Jones accepts where her clients are without
judgment. Having faced her own struggles with debt head-on, Ms. Jones learned to
negotiate with creditors, manage a budget and rebuild her savings. Brandy Jones,
CEO of End the Red, has a mission to empower others to live a financially sound life.
Her visi
Read more

Carmell Pelly
Passionate about spreading the power of self-love, Carmell speaks and teaches
women globally to fully accept themselves by trusting in their higher callings and not
giving in to fear. Her encouragement helps you see the blocks to your own
empowerment and move through them to abundance. Creative enterprise comes
naturally to Carmell who has had the enthusiasm and tenacity to build a lifestyle that is
purposeful and happy. Coming from the experiences of recovery with 13 years of
sobriety, Carmell is an advocate for self-transformation and success. A s a
professional photographer of 10 years, Carmell is passionate about image and
design. Her photographs capture the beauty that others tend t
Read more

Linda Patten
Leadership expert, accomplished entrepreneur and gifted communicator, Linda
Patten has trained thousands of women and men to step into their natural leadership
roles, build successful teams, and achieve their vision for a better world. With
leadership experience spanning the military, corporate, entrepreneurial and nonprofit
arenas, Linda is uniquely qualified to guide women on a journey of self-discovery,
skills development, and a charted course toward becoming an empowered, worldchanging leader. Linda Patten is founder of Dare2Lead Leadership Training,
international speaker, international best-selling author, and creator of Seeds of a
Movement Bootcamp trainings, and The Art of Herd
Read more
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